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Abstract. Abundance-based model evaluations with observations provide critical tests for the simulated mean state in models of intercontinental pollution transport, and under certain conditions may also offer constraints on model responses to emission changes. We compile multiyear measurements of peroxy acetyl nitrate (PAN) available from five mountaintop sites and apply them in a proof-of-concept approach that exploits an ensemble of global chemical transport models (HTAP1) to identify an observational “emergent constraint”. In April, when the signal from anthropogenic emissions on PAN is strongest, simulated PAN at northern midlatitude mountaintops correlates strongly with PAN source–receptor relationships (the response to 20% reductions in precursor emissions within northern midlatitude continents; hereafter, SRRs). This finding implies that PAN measurements can provide constraints on PAN SRRs by limiting the SRR range to that spanned by the subset of models simulating PAN within the observed range. In some cases, regional anthropogenic volatile organic compound (AVOC) emissions, tracers of transport from different source regions, and SRRs for ozone also correlate with PAN SRRs. Given the large observed interannual variability in the limited available datasets, establishing strong constraints will require matching meteorology in the models to the PAN measurements. Application of this evaluation approach to the chemistry–climate models used to project changes in atmospheric composition will require routine, long-term mountaintop PAN measurements to discern both the climatological SRR signal and its interannual variability.

1 Introduction

Peroxy acetyl nitrate (PAN) is produced alongside ozone (O₃) from photochemical reactions involving precursor emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) and non-methane volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Once ventilated from a source region to the free troposphere where it is more stable at colder temperatures, PAN can be efficiently transported throughout the hemisphere (Singh, 1987; Singh and Hanst, 1981). When a PAN-containing free-tropospheric air mass subsides, PAN thermally decomposes to release NOₓ and can thus facilitate O₃ formation far downwind (Wild et al., 1996; Schulz et al., 1999; Jaegle et al., 2003; Kotchenruther et al., 2001a; Hudman et al., 2004). Both PAN and O₃ distributions over any northern midlatitude region reflect the combined influence of production from sources within the region and transport from outside that region. At northern midlatitudes, the intercontinental influence from anthropogenic emissions on surface O₃ levels is largest during spring (e.g., HTAP 2010) and occurs via at least two pathways: (1) O₃ can be produced within a polluted continental boundary layer, ventilated to the free troposphere and efficiently transported to other continents, and (2) O₃ can be produced in transit from the export and subsequent chemical evolution of PAN and other precursors. Below, we examine the extent to which springtime PAN observations at northern midlatitude mountaintop sites can be used to constrain the spread in multi-model estimates of source–receptor relationships (SRRs), where the sources are continental-scale regions and the receptors are the mountaintop sites, for both PAN and O₃.

Observations during several aircraft field campaigns in the eastern Pacific and at mountaintop sites in the western US and North Atlantic document efficient O₃ production in the lower troposphere following subsidence of PAN-containing air masses (Fischer et al., 2010; Heald et al., 2003; Hudman et al., 2004; Kotchenruther et al., 2001a, b; Val Martin et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). When PAN decomposes in low-NOₓ regions of the atmosphere, the NOₓ released can produce O₃ up to 8 times more efficiently than in polluted (high-NOₓ) regions (Liang et al., 1998; Liu et al., 1987) and thus increase global O₃ abundances (Moxim et al., 1996; Wang and Jacob, 1998), as O₃ formation is NOₓ limited in most of the free troposphere (Chameides et al., 1992). The lifetime of PAN against thermal decomposition is about 1 h at 20°C and it approximately doubles for every 4°C decrease in temperature, leading to a lifetime of at least a month in the mid-troposphere during spring. This strong temperature dependence implies that a warmer climate will decrease PAN export from polluted continental boundary layers, although a rise in temperature-sensitive biogenic precursor emissions may temper this response (e.g., Doherty et al., 2013). Future projections of atmospheric composition under global change scenarios will thus benefit from a thorough understanding of the role PAN plays in transporting oxidized reactive nitrogen and thereby altering ozone production throughout the troposphere.

To better distinguish among disparate estimates for intercontinental O₃ transport in the published literature, the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution (HTAP) organized an international global modeling study, referred to here as HTAP1. The HTAP1 study identified a range of a factor of 2 across individual model estimates of surface O₃ response to changes in anthropogenic precursor emissions from continental-scale, northern midlatitude source regions (HTAP, 2007, 2010; Fiore et al., 2009; Wild et al., 2012). The HTAP1 models do not distinguish between intercontinental O₃ transport occurring due to O₃ produced from PAN chemistry and direct transport of O₃ formed in a remote boundary layer, but other work indicates that both pathways contribute. Jaegle et al. (2003) find that 28% of the O₃ in the Pacific Northwest free troposphere between 0 and 6 km is associated with PAN-to-NOₓ conversion, consistent with Jiang et al. (2016), who found that PAN produced from East Asian emissions and exported to the free troposphere contributes 35% and 25% in spring and summer, respectively, to the
free-tropospheric O$_3$ abundance over western North America. Over East Asia, Lin et al. (2010) found that the export of PAN produced from European anthropogenic emission changes and subsequent downwind O$_3$ formation contributed 20% of the spatially averaged response of surface O$_3$ levels, and up to 50% of the O$_3$ response at mountain sites.

In addition to the direct influence of PAN on intercontinental O$_3$ transport, PAN may serve as a sensitive diagnostic of model uncertainties in O$_3$ production chemistry and transport (Emmerson and Evans, 2009; Kuhn et al., 1998). Prior analysis of measurements and global model simulations suggests that PAN abundances at high-altitude sites may be more sensitive than O$_3$ itself to changes in precursor emissions (Fiore et al., 2011; Fischer et al., 2011; Jaffe et al., 2007). We interpret this stronger sensitivity of PAN than O$_3$ to changes in precursor emissions as reflecting buffering of O$_3$ by changes to O$_3$ losses that compensate for changes in production, whereas PAN loss pathways are far less sensitive to changes in precursor emissions. PAN loss pathways include thermal decomposition (which dominates below approximately 7 km), photolysis in the upper troposphere, and dry deposition within the boundary layer (Kirchner et al., 1999; Roberts, 2007; Turnipseed et al., 2006). All of the HTAP1 models include PAN formation, but the chemical mechanisms and kinetic rate coefficients differ, with likely implications for long-range transport (Emmerson and Evans, 2009; Knote et al., 2015). A prior multi-model study found that even with the same emissions, PAN differs widely across models, reflecting differences in simulated photochemistry (Emmons et al., 2015). While the absence of direct emissions and its low background make PAN a useful tracer of photochemistry, we note that O$_3$ typically responds more strongly to changes in NO$_x$ emissions, while PAN responds more strongly to changes in VOC emissions in many regions (Fischer et al., 2014; see their Fig. 4).

A challenge in discriminating among model estimates of O$_3$ produced from different source regions is the lack of direct observational constraints on SRRs. For example, Fiore et al. (2009) did not find any relationship across models between their biases against surface O$_3$ observations and the strength of their response to emission changes. In the absence of an observable quantity to constrain these relationships, one approach is to identify an “emergent constraint” (Borodina et al., 2017), whereby an unobservable quantity correlates strongly across a multi-model ensemble with an observed variable. The inter-model range of the non-observable quantity is then narrowed by limiting it to the range encompassed by the models closest to the observed variable. This approach has gained traction for narrowing the spread across future climate projections (e.g., Hall and Qu, 2006; Cox et al., 2018). Given that PAN both directly facilitates intercontinental ozone transport and can serve as a proxy for ozone formation chemistry, and that prior work indicates a large signature of PAN originating from the European boundary layer during spring at Jungfraujoch (Pandey Deolal et al., 2013, 2014), we hypothesize that PAN measurements may offer much-needed constraints for discriminating across model estimates of intercontinental transport of PAN, and possibly O$_3$. The number of models contributing to the HTAP1 study, which was designed to maximize comparability across individual model estimates of ozone responses to changes in precursor emissions within northern midlatitude continental-scale source regions, offers an opportunity to evaluate this hypothesis.

We describe the HTAP1 model simulations, mountaintop measurements, and our strategy to sample the models at these sites (Sect. 2) before illustrating our rationale for selecting the month of April for our analysis (Sect. 3). We then borrow from the emergent constraint approach in climate science to show that correlations between simulated total PAN and SRRs for PAN are sufficiently strong to permit PAN measurements at mountaintop sites (one in each of the three major northern midlatitude source regions) to narrow the wide inter-model spread in estimates of PAN origin (Sect. 4). We further examine inter-model relationships among the simulated PAN SRRs at these three mountaintop sites and regional precursor emissions, and with a proxy for model transport (Sect. 5). Finally, we assess the relationship between PAN and O$_3$ SRRs (Sect. 6) and conclude with a summary and recommendations for future work based on our proof-of-concept analysis (Sect. 7).

2 Approach

2.1 HTAP1 model simulations

We use monthly mean PAN mixing ratios for the year 2001 simulated by 14 global chemistry transport models (Table 1); the temporal resolution for three-dimensional chemical fields archived from the HTAP1 models is limited to monthly. We use four HTAP1 source–receptor (SR) simulations (Table 2): a base case (SR1) and three perturbation simulations in which anthropogenic O$_3$ precursor emissions (NO$_x$, VOCs, carbon monoxide, and aerosols) are reduced simultaneously by 20% within East Asia (EA, SR6EA), Europe and northern Africa (EU, SR6EU), and North America (NA, SR6NA). We calculate PAN SRRs by differencing the perturbation and base simulations (SR1-SR6XX), for which XX refers to the region in which emissions of PAN precursors were decreased by 20%.

Of the models in Table 1, 11 used 2001 meteorological fields. Two models are chemistry-transport models coupled directly to a general circulation model forced by observed sea surface temperatures (STOC-HadAM3 and STOCHIM) and one model incorporates chemistry directly into a general circulation model (UM-CAM). We include these models as our evaluation compiles PAN measurements across several years (Sect. 2.2). The individual model specifications and emissions are described in Tables 1 and 2 of Fiore et al. (2009).
Table 1. Models contributing to the HTAP1 simulations (SR1, SR6xx, and COfromXX) used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Resolution (lat × long × layer)</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Model contact</th>
<th>SR1</th>
<th>SR6xx</th>
<th>COfromXX</th>
<th>Plotting symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMCHEM-3311m13</td>
<td>2.5° × 2° × 30</td>
<td>NCAR, USA</td>
<td>Peter Hess</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRSGCUCI-v01</td>
<td>2.81° × 2.81° × 37</td>
<td>Lancaster Univ., UK</td>
<td>Oliver Wild</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled upward triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMAQ-v1p0</td>
<td>2° × 2° × 28</td>
<td>York Univ., Canada</td>
<td>Alex Lupu</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled downward triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOChem-v07</td>
<td>2.5° × 2° × 30</td>
<td>Harvard Univ., USA</td>
<td>Rokjin Park</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled diamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-PUCCINI-modelIE</td>
<td>5° × 4° × 23</td>
<td>NASA GISS, USA</td>
<td>Drew Shindell</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI-v02f</td>
<td>2.5° × 2° × 42</td>
<td>NASA GSFC, USA</td>
<td>Bryan Duncan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Open circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMDZ3-INCA1</td>
<td>3.75° × 2° × 19</td>
<td>CEA, France</td>
<td>Sophie Szopa</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open upward triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL-IMPACT-T5a</td>
<td>2.5° × 2° × 48</td>
<td>LLNL, USA</td>
<td>Dan Bergmann</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open downward triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOZARTGFDL-v2</td>
<td>1.88° × 1.88° × 28</td>
<td>NOAA GFDL, USA</td>
<td>Arlene Fiore</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open diamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOZECH-v16</td>
<td>1.88° × 1.88° × 28</td>
<td>FZ Jülich, Germany</td>
<td>Martin Schultz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOC-HadAM3-v01</td>
<td>5° × 5° × 19</td>
<td>University of Edinburgh, UK</td>
<td>Ruth Doherty, David Stevenson, Bill Collins, Michael Sanderson</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plus sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCHEM-v02</td>
<td>3.75 × 2.5° × 20</td>
<td>Met Office, Hadley Center, UK</td>
<td>Frank Dentener</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled right-facing triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5-JRC-cy2-ipcc-v1</td>
<td>1° × 1° × 25</td>
<td>JRC, Italy</td>
<td>Guang Zeng</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled left-facing triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM-CAM-v01</td>
<td>3.75° × 2.5° × 19</td>
<td>University of Cambridge, UK, and NIWA, New Zealand</td>
<td>Guang Zeng</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Filled right-facing triangle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For HTAP1, each model used its own emissions inventories (see Table A1 of Fiore et al., 2009; Fiore et al. (2009) provide emission totals within each HTAP1 source region for all (their Table A2) and anthropogenic (their Table A3) emissions of NO$_x$, non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), and CO. The relative inter-model spread in regional anthropogenic emissions is smallest for NO$_x$ emissions in EU and NA (< 10%) and largest for VOCs from EU (58%) (Fiore et al., 2009).

To separate the role of inter-model differences in transport from the combined impacts of inter-model differences in emissions and chemistry on simulated PAN at the mountaintop sites, we analyze an additional set of idealized tracer simulations available from 11 models (COfromXX in Table 1, for which XX is the source region). In these simulations, a set of tagged carbon-monoxide-like tracers are emitted, each from a single HTAP1 source region with a 50-day lifetime, and with identical emissions across models. Biomass burning emissions for the CO tracers are from GFED (van der Werf et al., 2006, 2010) and other emissions are from the RETRO project (Schultz et al., 2007, 2008). We refer to these tracers as “COfromEA”, “COfromNA”, and “COfromEU”, which denote the tracers emitted from EA, NA, and EU, respectively (Table 2; see also Doherty et al., 2013, and Shindell et al., 2008).

2.2 Multiyear PAN measurements at mountaintop sites and model sampling

To evaluate the HTAP1 models, we compiled April mean climatologies of lower-tropospheric PAN measurements from northern midlatitude mountain observatories (Table 3). Given the large interannual variability in PAN abundances, we require at least 2 years of observations in April. PAN observations from Mount Bachelor (USA), Jungfraujoch (Switzerland), and Zugspitze (Schneefernerhaus, Hohenpeissenberg, and Schauinsland (all in Germany) meet these criteria. Taken together, these mountaintop measurements span 15 years, from 1995 to 2010 (Table 3), although only one site (Schauinsland) overlaps with the HTAP1 simulation year of 2001.

PAN was measured at all five mountain sites using gas chromatography with electron capture detection (ECD). A custom system using a Shimadzu Mini-2 ECD was employed.
Table 2. Simulations from HTAP1 used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR1</td>
<td>Base case (see Sect. 2.1 for details).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR6EA</td>
<td>SR1 but with anthropogenic emissions of all O3 precursors (NOx + CO + NMVOC) and aerosols within EA decreased by 20%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR6EU</td>
<td>SR1 but with 20% emissions reductions within the EU region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR6NA</td>
<td>SR1 but with 20% emissions reductions within the NA region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COfromEA</td>
<td>Idealized tracer simulation in which all models use identical CO emissions, emitted within the EA region, with a 50-day e-folding lifetime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COfromEU</td>
<td>Same as COfromEA but for the EU region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COfromNA</td>
<td>Same as COfromEA but for the NA region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mountaintop sites with multiple years of PAN observations used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
<th>Measurement period(s)</th>
<th>Reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zugspitze</td>
<td>47.42° N, 10.98° E</td>
<td>2960 m</td>
<td>May 2004–Dec 2008</td>
<td><a href="https://gaw.kishou.go.jp(last">https://gaw.kishou.go.jp(last</a> access: 16 October 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schauinsland</td>
<td>47.92° N, 7.92° E</td>
<td>1205 m</td>
<td>Jan 1995–Dec 2010</td>
<td><a href="https://www.umweltbundesamt.de(last">https://www.umweltbundesamt.de(last</a> access: 22 October 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at Mount Bachelor (Fischer et al., 2010). The commercially available Meteorologie Consult (GmbH) system was used at the European sites (Zellweger et al., 2000). Calibrations generate PAN from the photolysis of excess acetone and NO in air (Warneck and Zerbach, 1992; Volz-Thomas et al., 2002). Reported detection limits are ~20 ppt for PAN measurements at Mount Bachelor and ~50 ppt for the European sites, with total uncertainties of <10% (Fischer et al., 2010; Zellweger et al., 2003).

We include all available data at these sites without filtering for upslope winds or any other criteria. At Mount Bachelor, the cleanest of the five mountaintop sites (Supplement Fig. S1), Fischer et al. (2010) have shown that PAN mixing ratios are not primarily controlled by diurnal wind patterns, which lead to variations an order of magnitude smaller than the total observed range in measured PAN. When measurements fall below the detection limit, we include half of the detection limit. This assumption should not affect our conclusions as mountaintop sites generally sample free-tropospheric air at night (e.g., Weiss-Penzias et al., 2004), but PAN values below the detection limit typically occur due to deposition in a shallow nocturnal boundary layer.

For comparison with the observations, we sample each model on its native grid (Table 1) at the horizontal grid cell containing the latitude and longitude of each mountain site. Orography at these mountain sites is poorly resolved at the relatively coarse HTAP1 model horizontal resolutions. This mismatch requires us to apply some approximations for vertical sampling. We convert the station altitude to an approximate pressure level by assuming a mean tropospheric temperature of 260 K and a corresponding atmospheric scale height of 7.6 km. We then use monthly mean pressure fields from each model to linearly interpolate PAN based on the pressures of the two model grid cells that vertically bound the station pressure. While different sampling strategies may alter the exact value of simulated PAN and its comparison to observations, our primary interest is in the inter-model differences. Although the Zugspitze and Hohenpeissenberg sites fall within the same horizontal grid cell in the HTAP1 models, the station altitudes differ, so we consider the two sites separately.

Given that we seek constraints on intercontinental transport from the three major midlatitude source regions, we conduct a more in-depth analysis at the highest-altitude Euro-
ean site (Jungfraujoch), the most likely of the available sites to measure PAN transported among continents in the free troposphere, as well as at Mount Bachelor in North America. At Jungfraujoch, we also evaluate SRRs in the models with an estimate of PAN originating in the European boundary layer based on an analysis of 20-day back trajectories (Pandey Deolal et al., 2013). We conduct a proof-of-concept analysis at Mount Waliguan in Asia (36.28° N, 100.90° E, 3816 m) to assess the potential for future PAN measurements at this site to narrow the inter-model range in SRRs. Short-term measurements have previously been collected at this site (Xue et al., 2011). While aircraft and satellite observations have advanced the understanding of the chemistry and dynamics of individual PAN plumes using models that archived chemical fields at high temporal frequencies (e.g., Alvarado et al., 2010; Payne et al., 2014; Emmons et al., 2015), their limited temporal coverage is not well suited for comparison with the HTAP1 monthly mean PAN mixing ratios.

3 Modeled and measured lower tropospheric PAN at northern midlatitudes in April

Our goal is to assess the potential for mountaintop PAN measurements to discriminate among model estimates of PAN and O₃ produced by regional anthropogenic emissions and transported to the mountaintop sites. We thus focus our analysis on April when measured PAN reaches its seasonal maximum (Penkett and Brice, 1986; Singh and Salas, 1989; Bottenheim et al., 1994; Schmitt and Volz-Thomas, 1997; Fig. S1) and when the HTAP1 models indicate that the production of PAN from the EA, EU, and NA source regions dominates total simulated PAN (Fig. 1). April thus offers the strongest possible signal of the influence of anthropogenic emissions from these three northern midlatitude source regions in the mountaintop measurements.

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the HTAP1 model ensemble mean PAN mixing ratios at 650 hPa (~3 km), the level sampled by the highest-altitude sites on which we focus the majority of our analysis. PAN mixing ratios in April generally increase with latitude, as expected from the strong thermal dependence of the PAN lifetime, although some of the highest mixing ratios are simulated over the Asian source region. The multi-model spread in lower-tropospheric PAN, represented by the coefficient of variation (standard deviation over the 14 models divided by the model ensemble mean) is within ±45% across much of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 2). The large inter-model spread over much of Europe in Fig. 2b implies that observational constraints in this region would be particularly valuable.

Observed and modeled PAN mixing ratios at the northern midlatitude mountain sites are compared in Fig. 3 (see Fig. S1 for a comparison extended throughout the year). We consider the measured range across years to bound the “plausible” portion of the wide range in simulated total PAN across the models. The multi-model mean falls in the range of the measurements at four of the sites but is higher than observed in any year at Mount Bachelor. The model rankings show some consistency across the different sites, suggesting systematic model differences that can be narrowed with a limited set of observational constraints, especially for models that rank similarly across the sites on all three continents (Fig. 3). For example, CAMCHEM and GEMAQ are consistently at the higher end of the range while GISS-PUCCINI and LLNL-IMPACT are at the low end. The two models falling closest to the observed 2001 value at Schauinsland (MOZEC and MOZARTGFDL) fall into the observed range at either Mount Bachelor or Jungfraujoch; we analyze these two sites further in the following sections.

The longest observational dataset at Schauinsland varies by over a factor of 3 across years, consistent with large interannual variability found in prior analyses at mountaintop sites (Zellweger et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2011; Pandey Deolal et al., 2013, 2014). All but one of the models (LLNL-IMPACT) fall within the wide range of observed interannual variability at Schauinsland, underscoring the tenuous nature of conclusions regarding model performance drawn from short observational records unless the modeled and observed meteorological years match. Future work to coordinate consistent time periods between measurements and models would provide tighter constraints than are possible with our proof-of-concept analysis described in the following sections.

4 Exploring emergent constraints on model SRRs from measured total PAN

The range of the PAN SRRs across the HTAP1 models at Jungfraujoch, Mount Bachelor, and Mount Waliguan is wide for all three source regions, spanning a factor of 5 or more in several cases (Fig. 4). The key to a successful emergent constraint analysis is for this range in inter-model PAN SRRs, our unobservable quantity, to correlate with the total PAN simulated at the mountaintop site, our observable variable. The strongest correlations emerge for PAN originating in the region where the mountain is located, but some intercontinental SRR pairs also show significant correlations ($p \leq 0.05$) with total simulated PAN (Fig. 4).

We illustrate here how PAN measurements can be used to narrow the inter-model range in the SRR pairs. For the sites with significant correlations, the range across years (i.e., red vertical lines in Fig. 4) bound the April mean values observed at Jungfraujoch and Mount Bachelor. The models falling in this range are highlighted in red. We select these models to narrow the range in SRRs, indicated by the red horizontal dashed lines extending from the bounding models (red symbols) to the ordinate axis. Figure 4 shows that the constraint from total measured PAN narrows the inter-model range in SRRs for PAN by at least half, revealing some models as out-
lies. Other models simulate SRRs within the observationally constrained range (between the dashed red horizontal lines) despite falling outside the observed range for total PAN, possibly indicating a role for inter-model differences in non-anthropogenic sources of PAN or in the relative contributions from the individual midlatitude source regions, which we investigate further in the next section. Given the year-to-year variability in total PAN, stronger constraints could be placed in future work in which the model meteorology corresponds to the same year as the measurements.

At Jungfraujoch, we additionally consider PAN SRRs for the EU source region with those estimated previously using back-trajectory analysis (Pandey Deolal et al., 2013). While Pandey Deolal et al. (2013) also attribute trajectories to NA and EA, fewer than 15 % and 4 % of trajectories are attributed to those regions compared to 25 %–50 % from EU (range across years; see Fig. 1 of Pandey Deolal et al., 2013). Combining these low frequencies with the inevitable growth in uncertainty as trajectories lengthen, we have the most confidence in the Pandey Deolal et al. (2013) estimates for the EU region. The horizontal blue dashed lines indicate the bounds obtained from this trajectory-based approach to estimating PAN from EU. The models falling in these bounds overlap with those constrained by the total PAN measurements, lending some confidence that these two independent approaches (one using total PAN and the correlated inter-model spread in SRRs; the other using back trajectories to estimate SRRs) yield useful constraints on the influence of the EU source region on PAN measured at Jungfraujoch.

We note that for consistency with the model SRRs in Fig. 4, which are the responses to 20 % emission reductions in the source region, we divide the Pandey Deolal et al. (2013) EU SRRs by 5 to scale back from their estimated “full contribution” (100 %). This linear scaling of the PAN response between 20 % and 100 % may incur errors due to nonlinear chemistry. With an additional simulation in which the FRSGCUCI model sets European anthropogenic emissions of NOx, CO, and VOCs to zero (a 100 % perturbation), we estimate this error to be ∼ 10 %. For intercontinental regions, this error reduces to < 3 %. Earlier work shows that
the smaller nonlinearity in PAN for intercontinental versus regional source–receptor pairs also holds for ozone (Fiore et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Wild et al., 2012) and demonstrates approximate linearity between the simulated tropospheric ozone burden and ±50 % of present-day global NOx emissions (Stevenson et al., 2006).

5 Factors contributing to the inter-model range in PAN SRRs

We investigate the role of inter-model differences in regional emissions of PAN precursors versus transport in contributing to inter-model differences in the PAN response to continental-scale emission changes at the three mountain-top sites shown in Fig. 4. At each site, we examine the correlation across models between simulated PAN SRRs and regional anthropogenic emissions of VOCs (AVOCs; Fig. 5) or NOx (ANOx). The relationships for the EA SRRs are not significant, even at Mount Waliguan. We find, however, that the inter-model range in regional AVOC emissions explains as much as 64 % of the variation in PAN attributed to EU emissions, and at least 25 % of the variance in PAN attributed to the NA region (Fig. 5). In contrast to AVOCs, we find little relationship between the range in simulated PAN SRRs at the mountain sites and the model spread in regional ANOx emissions. Fischer et al. (2014) have previously shown that PAN abundances respond more strongly to changes in emissions of VOCs than of NOx. Our analysis supports that earlier finding and furthermore highlights a key role for model differences in regional AVOC emissions in contributing to the inter-model range in PAN SRRs.

Differences in model transport (e.g., Arnold et al., 2015; Orbe et al., 2017) may also contribute to the inter-model differences in PAN SRRs. Our analysis of the HTAP1 idealized CO tracers, however, reveals little correlation between inter-model differences in these idealized tracers (which have identical regional emissions and lifetimes applied in all of the models) and in the PAN SRRs sampled at these sites. Although we do not find any clear overall correlation, differences in the idealized CO tracers explain some of the scatter in Fig. 5. For example, at Jungfraujoch for EU AVOC emissions of 22 Tg C a⁻¹, the lowest model (GISS-PUCCINI) has one of the smallest values for the CO from EU tracer, whereas the highest model (STOC-HadAM3) has the largest value of CO from EU.

In light of the dependence of inter-model differences in PAN attributed to EU and NA during April and the corresponding regional AVOC emissions, we illustrate how one could extend our emergent constraints in Fig. 4 (horizontal dashed red lines) to the regional AVOC emission estimates shown in Fig. 5. A major caveat underlying this analysis is the mismatch between meteorological years for the models and measurements as discussed above, and the underlying assumption that the relationships in Fig. 5 can exclusively be attributed to differences in the AVOC emissions (as opposed to chemistry or transport). The observationally constrained SRRs between PAN from NA and total PAN measured at Jungfraujoch and Mount Bachelor can be used to narrow the range of NA AVOC emissions to 12−18 Tg C a⁻¹ (the low end is ruled out by the constraint imposed by PAN from NA at Jungfraujoch; the high end is ruled out by PAN from NA at Mount Bachelor). Similarly, the range for EU AVOC emissions would narrow to 16−25 Tg C a⁻¹.

We consider next the importance that various models ascribe to a given source region relative to another source region. We first correlate the ratios of PAN from two different source regions with the total PAN simulated by the individual models in April. We find little relationship, with the exception of Mount Bachelor, where the observational constraint implies that more PAN originating from EA should be present at Mount Bachelor than PAN originating from NA (Fig. 6a). We interpret this as indicating that models with higher total PAN at Mount Bachelor are overestimating North American influence at this mountain site (which samples free-tropospheric air). This interpretation is supported by the idealized CO tracer simulations (with identical regional emissions and the same lifetime applied in all the models), which suggest that some of the variance in the ratio of PAN from NA to EA at Mount Bachelor is due to differences in transport from the two regions (Fig. 6b). We emphasize that these transport differences do not simply reflect the use of different meteorology in the models (Fig. 6b).

By comparing NA : EA at Mount Bachelor, EU : NA at Jungfraujoch, and EA : EU at Mount Waliguan, we examine...
the relative importance of emissions within the source region, where the measurement site is located, versus the upwind intercontinental source region of PAN (Fig. S2). At Mount Bachelor, the HTAP1 multi-model mean SRRs from NA, EA, and EU are roughly equal in April (Fig. 1). The differences across the HTAP models in the relative importance of the NA : EA source regions of PAN (which range from about 0.5 to 2.5) correlate roughly equally with the ratio of the NA : EA CO transport tracers and with the ratio of the NA : EA AVOC emissions (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient \( r = 0.6 \) for both cases); we find no relationship with the ratio of the NA : EA ANO\(_x\) emissions (Figs. 6b and S2, upper left). At Jungfraujoch, the HTAP1 multi-model mean attributes much of the PAN to emissions from the EU and NA source regions during April (Fig. 1). The ratio of PAN attributed to EU to PAN attributed to NA at Jungfraujoch, however, varies from approximately 0.5 to 2 across the individual HTAP1 models (Fig. S2). In contrast to our findings at Mount Bachelor, this ratio at Jungfraujoch depends most strongly on the ratio of ANO\(_x\) emissions in the EU to NA regions \( (r = 0.6) \) and more weakly on the ratio of EU : NA AVOC emissions \( (r = 0.5; \text{ Fig. S2}) \). The correlation is even weaker between the ratio of PAN SRRs for these two regions with inter-model differences in transport as diagnosed with the CO tracers from EU to NA \( (r = 0.4) \). At Mount Waliguan, the strongest relationship is found for the ratio of AVOC emissions \( (r = 0.5; \text{ Fig. S2}) \).

We repeat this correlation analysis of inter-model differences in ratios of ANO\(_x\) emissions, AVOC emissions, or the idealized CO tracers of transport from a region, but for the ratio of PAN SRRs from two intercontinental regions. At Mount Bachelor, the EU and EA source regions contribute similar amounts to multi-model mean PAN during April (Fig. 1). Across the individual models, however, the ratio of the EU to EA source regions on PAN at Mount Bachelor varies from less than half to a factor of 2 (Fig. S3). We find that the ratio of PAN attributed to the EU versus EA source regions at Mount Bachelor correlates strongly across the models with the ratio of the AVOC emissions in the respective source regions \( (r = 0.8; \text{ Fig. S3}) \). In contrast, the
ratio of EU : EA anthropogenic emission influence on PAN at Mount Bachelor shows little correlation with the respective regional NO\textsubscript{x} emissions used in the models, or with the differences in the simulated transport tracers ($r = 0.3$ for both cases). As at Mount Bachelor, the model spread in the contribution to total simulated PAN from the EA versus NA source regions at both Jungfraujoch and Mount Waliguan depends most on the regional AVOC ratios ($r = 0.8$ and 0.6, respectively; Fig. S3), with little correlation with inter-model differences in NA : EA ANO\textsubscript{x} emissions. Some correlation also emerges between the NA : EA SRRs for PAN and the NA : EA transport tracers ($r = 0.6$ at both sites; Fig. S3). Finally, we do not find any obvious link between PAN SRRs and the choice of meteorological fields (the individual symbols in Figs. S2 and S3).

6  Linking PAN and O\textsubscript{3} SRRs

We address here the extent to which observational constraints on PAN SRRs might also serve to narrow the range of uncertainty in the inter-model spread in intercontinental SRRs for O\textsubscript{3} (e.g., Fiore et al., 2009). We expect some commonality between the sensitivity of PAN and O\textsubscript{3} to changes in precursor emissions because (1) both species are produced from chemical reactions involving NO\textsubscript{x} and VOCs and (2) PAN serves as a NO\textsubscript{x} reservoir, which upon decomposition releases NO\textsubscript{x} that can then produce O\textsubscript{3} far downwind of the region where the PAN (and O\textsubscript{3}) precursors were originally emitted. Furthermore, earlier analysis of HTAP1 ozone continental-scale SRRs also identified a correlation with the model AVOC emissions, particularly over EU (Fiore et al., 2009).

We assess the extent to which the inter-model range in source region influence on mountaintop PAN levels in April...
is relevant for interpreting O$_3$ SRRs by correlating PAN and O$_3$ SRRs at the three mountaintop sites (Fig. 7). Relationships vary across the individual source–receptor pairs, with the inter-model variability in PAN explaining 16%—60% of the inter-model differences in O$_3$ at the mountain sites. The strongest relationships occur for the influence of regional sources at Mount Bachelor (from NA) and Jungfraujoch (from EU). At Mount Waliguan, the EU and EA source–receptor relationships for PAN and O$_3$ are of similar strength ($r = 0.7$). Intercontinental source–receptor pairs for O$_3$ and PAN at Mount Bachelor and Mount Waliguan are also significant to within 90%, with variability in the PAN attributed to intercontinental source regions explaining 25%–35% and 30%–45%, respectively, of the variability in the corresponding O$_3$ SRRs.

We expand the correlation analysis of ozone and PAN SRRs from the free troposphere sampled at the mountaintop sites to large-scale SRRs in surface air over the HTAP1 continental regions. Of the significant relationships in Fig. 7 ($p < 0.10$), six out of seven also emerge as significant in Fig. 8. We infer that conclusions drawn from a limited number of mountaintop sites regarding PAN SRRs and their relationship to ozone SRRs are relevant, at least according to the models, on much broader scales.

We repeat the analysis in Fig. 5 but for O$_3$ to consider the influence of the three source regions on the three mountaintop sites (nine total source–receptor pairs) but find little relationship between the model spread in the simulated O$_3$ SRRs and in the magnitude of the regional AVOCs or ANO$_x$ emissions. Model differences in transport as diagnosed by the idealized regional CO tracers correlate more with O$_3$ SRRs than for PAN for all source–receptor pairs, though the correlations remain weak except for CO from EU with O$_3$ SRRs at Jungfraujoch. Overall, this analysis supports earlier findings that PAN is more sensitive to changes in emissions (and subsequent chemistry), particularly for VOC precursors, than O$_3$.

The correlations between SRRs for PAN and O$_3$ could reflect a role for PAN transport in contributing to O$_3$ production over the receptor region, or may instead reflect coproduction of PAN and O$_3$ from oxidation of regional precursor emissions followed by transport in the same air mass. In the latter case, PAN serves as a proxy for O$_3$ transport, whereas in the former case PAN serves as the actual pathway by which O$_3$ is transported. We do not have model diagnostics that allow us to distinguish between these two roles for PAN. The correlations between PAN and O$_3$ SRRs, however, suggest that long-term PAN measurements contain signals relevant for constraining the relative importance of regional vs. intercontinental emissions on both PAN and O$_3$. We examine the strength of these signals by correlating the O$_3$ SRRs at each site with total PAN as simulated at each site. Relationships are far weaker than for the PAN SRRs and total PAN shown in Fig. 4, but correlations are significant between total PAN at Jungfraujoch for O$_3$ from EU ($r = 0.67$; $p = 0.03$) and at Mount Bachelor for O$_3$ from NA ($r = 0.61$; $p = 0.04$; Fig. S4).

7 Conclusions and recommendations

Our proof-of-concept approach applies the HTAP1 multi-model ensemble to identify a strong inter-model correlation between PAN source–receptor relationships (SRRs; defined as the difference in simulations with 20% emission reductions separately within each of the northern midlatitude continents) and simulated total PAN at mountaintop sites during April. Our findings imply promise for developing emergent constraints (e.g., Hall and Qu, 2006; Borodina et al., 2017; Cox et al., 2018) from more routine PAN measurements to narrow uncertainty in wide-ranging model estimates of PAN SRRs, quantities that are not directly observable yet relevant to air quality policy (e.g., HTAP, 2010). Inter-model correlations of the responses of PAN versus O$_3$ to perturbations in regional anthropogenic emissions (Figs. 7 and 8) imply that constraints on PAN SRRs are relevant for lowering uncertainty in O$_3$ SRR estimates. This connection between PAN and O$_3$ likely reflects the dual role of PAN as both a pathway for O$_3$ transport (by producing O$_3$ upon its decomposition following transport), and as a proxy for O$_3$ transport (as it is produced alongside O$_3$ in the polluted continental boundary layer).

Establishing the strongest constraints possible on simulated SRRs for PAN and O$_3$ will require (1) measurements...
Figure 7. SRRs for O$_3$ versus PAN at Jungfraujoch (a, b, c), Mount Bachelor (d, e, f), and Mount Waliguan (g, h, i), obtained by subtracting the SR6XX from the SR1 simulations (Table 2) available from 12 models, for which XX denotes the NA (a, d, g), EU (b, e, h), or EA (c, f, i) source region. Each model thus contributes one point (symbols defined in Table 1) in each panel. Spearman’s (rank) correlation coefficient and $p$ values are also shown.

Our analysis suggests that future measurements at Mount Schauinsland and only one of which continues at present (Schauinsland). At four of these sites, four of which are located near each other in Europe, and only one of which continues at present (Schauinsland). Our analysis suggests that future measurements at Mount Waliguan would provide constraints on PAN SRRs, particularly for PAN originating in EA (Fig. 4). Additional work could systematically examine over 60 stations at altitudes above 2500 m in the Tropospheric Ozone Assessment Report (TOAR) database (Schultz et al., 2017).

We recommend archiving daily model fields for future applications of this multi-model emergent constraint approach to SRRs. Access to daily model fields permits (1) a more rigorous process-oriented evaluation of specific events (e.g., Fischer et al., 2010; Alvarado et al., 2010; Arnold et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2015) and (2) comparison with satellite-derived tropospheric PAN columns, which show promise for documenting PAN distributions, particularly in the upper troposphere, and their spatial variability and spatial patterns across the globe (e.g., Fadnavis et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2014, 2017; Zhu et al., 2015, 2017). We also suggest archiving daily tracers tagged by emission region to isolate the role of model differences in transport during individual events. In addition, Lin et al. (2017) have demonstrated that applying a filtering technique based on daily idealized CO regional

and simulations with chemical transport models that coincide and (2) a sufficiently long measurement record to build a climatology suitable for evaluating chemistry–climate models that generate their own meteorology. Repeated sampling for the month of April may be sufficient to provide constraints on model responses to changes in anthropogenic emissions. PAN measurements over multiple seasons are necessary to evaluate model responses of PAN to climate change (e.g., by changing temperature and weather-sensitive precursor emissions) and the resulting influence on atmospheric O$_3$ and oxidizing capacity (e.g., Doherty et al., 2013). For example, changes in meteorology and biomass burning (Fischer et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2015) such as those driven by El Niño–Southern Oscillation (Koumoutsaris et al., 2008), as well as biogenic and lightning sources (Payne et al., 2017) vary from year to year and are expected to change as climate warms.

We identified only five multiyear datasets at mountain sites, four of which are located near each other in Europe, and only one of which continues at present (Schauinsland). Our analysis suggests that future measurements at Mount
tracers can better isolate free-tropospheric air from surface air masses when comparing coarse-resolution models with high-altitude measurements.

By focusing on April, our analysis largely minimizes complexities introduced by inter-model differences in biogenic, fire, and lightning sources that further complicate disentangling summertime discrepancies in simulated PAN and O$_3$ (e.g., Arnold et al., 2015; Emmons et al., 2015) and restricts inter-model differences to those associated with anthropogenic emissions and the subsequent chemistry and transport. Nevertheless, we find a wide range in inter-model SRR relationships that reflects uncertainties in emissions and different model representations of VOC chemistry, including PAN yields from VOCs (Fig. 5; Emmerson and Evans, 2009; Fischer et al., 2014; Arnold et al., 2015; Emmons et al., 2015; Knote et al., 2015). Future multi-model efforts could seek to separately parse the influence of differences in total anthropogenic VOC emissions, the mix of emitted VOC species and their reactivity, and the chemical production of PAN and O$_3$. Documenting these aspects of model configuration would help to establish benchmarks for inter-model differences in simulated total PAN, O$_3$, and their SRRs, against which future model simulations (and multi-model ensembles) can be assessed.
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